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A source of supply for quantities of Holly and Yew

Out of our long experience and our associations formed in establishing our large plantation of boxwood, has grown our realization that Landscape Architects and Nurseriesmen should have a source of supply for large quantities of Holly and Yew,—principally for hedge purposes. For several years we have been devoting considerable time and effort to building ample stocks of beautiful, heavily-foliaged plants. This year, we are pleased to announce that we are prepared to fill quantity orders at very moderate prices.

We now have a large and very fine supply of common American Holly, Ilex opaca, ranging from 18 to 36 inches in height. All of these plants have been transplanted two or three times and have developed excellent root systems. We make no effort to differentiate between the berried and the unberried plants, because a mixture of the two in a hedge is generally considered desirable.

The stock of Yew, Taxus cuspidata, which we have developed ranges in height from 12 to 24 inches and is of exceptionally fine quality and color. The plants have been transplanted several times and hence, should give maximum effect in hedge work.

Because we are located too far from the usual planting location to make small lot shipments, we solicit your inquiry for quantity demands only. Prices will be sent promptly upon application.

Canterbury Nurseries Incorporated
Easton, Maryland